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Some observations of a 
demanding challenge and an 

exciting opportunity. 

At the verge of the future.



Advances in computer simulation.

Cost and efficiency of testing.

Idustrial needs and possibilities. 

Background



Design and testing costs down.
Faster product development process.
Networked design and manufacturing.
Products with controlled reliability. 

Competitive egde. 
Innovative product development. 

Industrial needs and possibilities



Cost:
- testing facilities, measurements.
- prototypes, material and energy.

Efficiency:
- testing times, limitations of available testing  
machines and measurement results.
- testing not possible: size, extreme conditions.

Still, testing is necessary giving valuable 
information of real life products.

Testing



Advances in:
- mathematical and numerical modeling
- computer efficiency
- software usability

Used increasinly in various applications.
Mature in many fields and advanced into 
"multiphysical" modeling.
Special challenges with electronic products.

Computer simulation



Physical testing 
or 

computer simulation?



Examples of recent 
work



Field tests
Length 51.0 m
Breadth 8.5 m
Draft 1.8 m
Displacement 250 tons



Laboratory tests



Computer simulation
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Computer simulation
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We need physical testing 
and have 

new possibilities with 
computer simulation.



Virtual Environmental Testing for 
Electronic Product Reliability 

VET(EPR)

Finnish approach and 
proposal/KOTEL



Process
- framework and common language 
Recommended practices
- methods and tools for practical work -
- standardization
Ongoing research and development
- challenges do exist and new will emerge
- International co-operation (Eureka!) 

Ingredients for successful 
virtual environmental testing



Framework: Product Development. 

Life Cycle Profile 

REQUIREMENTS DESIGN

VERIFICATION •Physical testing
•Computer simulation

•Real needs/requirements
•Information flow
•Flexible, iterative



Customer
need Define 

Requirements

Design

Manufacture

Verify

Operate
Upgrade/
Maintain/
Disposal

Product Development Process 
- emphasis on early stage design



Virtual environmental testing process and 
methods for electronic product reliability. 

GoalCurrent
state

State of art
review

Theory

Industrial
cases

Generic
case

International 
Co-operation

Handbook

Training

Standar-
dization



Challenge and opportunity. 

At the verge of the future
and 

being part of it.


